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We have proposed a rotating armaturetype high temperature superconducting (HTS) generator with dual 

stationary field windings for the wind power turbine. There are additional advantages of stationary dual field 

windings besides easy cryogenic cooling. Most HTS wind power generators have superconducting field 

windings in the rotor like the conventional generator with copper field windings. To maximize the merit of HTS 

wind power generator, the HTS field windings should make several times stronger magnetic field than the 

copper generators with iron core do.  It is possible but the strong magnetic field also has the strong 

circumferential component, which severely limits the critical current of HTS conductors in the field windings. 

The dual field windings are installed inside and outside of the armature windings. Both field windings sum the 

radial magnetic fields from them, but cancel some part of the circumferential ones each other. We can increase 

the operating current of the field windings or decrease the amount of HTS conductors in the field windings. 

In this study, we analyze the variation of the magnetic flux density in the HTS field windings by the phase 

differences of the armature currents for the design criteria of the field windings. The armature currents also 

make the magnetic field in the field windings and the distribution of the flux density is dependent on the phase 

angle of the armature currents. We have chosen a 10 MW class HTS wind power generator with the 

conventional structure as the reference. The design of the proposed HTS generator with dual field windings was 

compared with the one of the reference. 

 

 

 


